Itinerary is Subject to Change.

•
Welcome to Israel! Upon individual arrivals, meet your transfer and proceed to the
luxurious Isrotel Dead Sea Hotel in Ein Bokek.
Our journey officially begins with a welcome dinner at the Dead Sea Restaurant with
a special guest speaker.
Isrotel Dead Sea Hotel

Overnight, Isrotel Dead Sea Hotel, Ein Bokek

•
Following a delicious Israeli breakfast at the hotel, begin today at Masada, the
mountain fortress built by King Herod where the Zealots made their last stand against
the Romans in 31 BCE. Hear the tragic story of the Jewish fighters before taking a cable
car to the top of the Herodian Palace Complex. As we make our way down the famous
Masada

Roman ramp, hear more about Jerusalem’s intricate history dating back to the Second
Temple period. Leading this interactive learning experience will be an expert educator
from Alexander Muss High School in Israel (AMHSI), the only pluralistic, accredited
academic program in Israel for English speaking North American High School students.
Continue to Arad, one of the last in a series of development towns founded by the
Israeli government to absorb the waves of immigrants in the 1950s and 1960s. See the
JNF-funded skate park; explore the artists’ quarter; and visit one of the town’s

Arad Skate Park

fascinating museums such as the Glass Museum, Historical Museum, or the Bible
Museum. Pending confirmation, meet with the Mayor of Arad, Nisan Ben Hamu.
Proceed to the city of Be’er Sheva, the capital of the Negev. Following lunch, visit
Be’er Sheva River Park, the centerpiece of JNF’s efforts to provide a renaissance for
the city by providing residents and tourists with social, economic, and recreational
opportunities. Pending confirmation, meet with Be’er Sheva Mayor Ruvik Danilovich,
who will discuss the rapid growth and progress of the city.

Be’er Sheva River Park

End the day in Yerucham, a small but growing municipality in the northeastern Negev.
Gain a better understanding of the critical future needs of the city and JNF’s work in
the area. Enjoy an authentic home hospitality dinner with the “Culinary Queens of
Yerucham”, a social business project where Yerucham women residents host groups in
their homes for an unforgettable experience of smells, colors, and flavors. Hear their
personal stories about life in this development town. Later this evening, enjoy the
thrilling Sound & Light Show, presented against the dramatic backdrop of the western
side of Masada.

Yerucham
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Overnight, Isrotel Dead Sea Hotel, Ein Bokek

•
Following breakfast and hotel check-out, depart for Halutza, a community of 21st
century pioneers whom were forced to evacuate their homes during Israel's
disengagement from Gaza in 2005. Join with the Spirit of Israel and Young Leadership
tracks for a special dedication ceremony before taking a tour of this rapidly
Halutza

developing region of the Negev with JNF-Halutza Liaison Yedidya Harush. See how
JNF is transforming what once was just sand dunes into a thriving community with new
housing sites, greenhouses, a state-of-the-art Medical Center, and more.
Proceed to Gush Etzion for the afternoon. Upon arrival, enjoy lunch & a wine-tasting
at the Gush Etzion Winery, which offers visitors a pleasant, rustic space overlooking
the beautiful mountain views and lush greenery of the surrounding vineyards and
gardens.

Gush Winery

Following lunch, visit the JNF Gush Etzion Visitor Center and learn about the
importance of preserving this part of Israel’s legacy. See the new Boys’ Promenade, a
JNF project built in memory of Gilad Shaer, Naftali Frankel, and Eyal Yifrah- the three
teenage boys whom were kidnapped and killed by terrorists in the summer of 2014,
sparking Operation Protective Edge. Here, we will have a special dedication ceremony
commemorating the three teenage boys.
Gush Etzion Visitor Center

Split from the Young Leadership group and proceed to Patmalech, an artisan bread
bakery in the heart of Gush Etzion. Engage in fun, hands-on bread-making workshop
with owner Rabbi David Katz, who will discuss the historical, educational, and cultural
significances that inspired these bread-making activities.
Arrive in Jerusalem and check into the new, 5-star Orient Hotel. This evening, enjoy a
private outdoor dinner at the hotel’s rooftop pool area and hear from a special guest
speaker.

Patmalech Bread Shop

Overnight, Orient Hotel, Jerusalem
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•
Today will be spent commemorating this very special 50th Anniversary of the liberation
and reunification of Jerusalem, known as Yom Yerushalayim. Join together with all four
mission tracks at Ammunition Hill, site of the pivotal battle of the Six-Day War, for the
State of Israel’s official Jerusalem Day Ceremony. Hear from various high-level
Jerusalem Day Ceremony at
Ammunition Hill

dignitaries, public figures, and other Deputy leaders attending this VIP exclusive event.
Afterward, we will visit JNF’s Wall of Honor, which memorializes Jewish veterans from
around the world.
This evening, enjoy a festive dinner with all mission participants at Mercaz Shimshon,
a beautifully designed complex situated in the heart of Jerusalem that offers
breathtaking views of the Old City walls.

Mercaz Shimshon

Overnight, Orient Hotel, Jerusalem

•
Following breakfast and check-out, start the day at the new JNF office in Jerusalem.
Meet with various JNF-Israel staff and see the newly renovated headquarters.
The remainder of the morning will feature a visit to one of the many fascinating
JNF-Israel office in Jerusalem

museum exhibits in Jerusalem. Tour the Friends of Zion Museum to gain a deeper
understanding of Jerusalem’s history through ground-breaking technology and
interactive displays. Alternatively; visit the Tower of David Museum, which details the
major events of Jerusalem’s history beginning with the first evidence of the city in the
second millennium BCE until its establishment as the capital of the State of Israel; or
the Israel Museum, one of the leading art and archeology museums in the world which
is home to the original Dead Sea Scrolls and a beautiful sculpture garden.

Friends of Zion Museum

Our journey concludes at American Independence Park (AIP), which serves as JNF’s
central location for commemorating American support for the State of Israel. Following
a catered farewell picnic lunch, we will recognize those who have pledged their
commitment to JNF and Israel with a special dedication ceremony.
Later this afternoon, enjoy some free time for last-minute shopping in Jerusalem
before transferring to the airport for your return flights to the U.S. or to Tel Aviv for

American Independence Park
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the optional weekend extension.

•
Proceed to Tel Aviv and check into the David Intercontinental Hotel before enjoying
dinner in the main dining hall this evening.
Tel Aviv

Overnight, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
This morning, we will join with all mission tracks for a day of touring through Tel Aviv.
Begin at the Ben-Gurion House, which served as Ben Gurion’s residence until he and
his wife later settled in the Negev. A visit to the museum allows for a real, tangible
Ben-Gurion House

and personal “touch” of the constitutive events in the history of the State of Israel, as
well as a direct encounter with the figure and lifestyle of David Ben-Gurion.
Afterward, depart for Sarona, a former German Templar colony that has been
transformed into one of Tel Aviv’s trendiest neighborhoods filled with shops, cafés, and
art galleries. Leading our tour will be Noa Gefen, Executive Vice-Chairman of the
Society for Preservation of Israel Heritage Sites (SPIHS), who will discuss how JNF and

Sarona

SPIHS are working together to preserve and restore important historical sites
throughout Israel.
Explore the beauty that is the Nachlat Binyamin Arts & Crafts Fair; a festival of arts,
crafts, pottery, and street performances. Pass through the Carmel Market and capture
all the liveliness and vibrancy of this iconic, open-aired market. Enjoy free time to
wander, shop, and grab lunch on own from one of the many local restaurants or food

Nachlat Binyamin Arts & Crafts Fair

vendors. Alternatively, partake in a “Hebrew Lesson” walking tour of Tel Aviv with
Guy Sharett, who will decipher the “writing on the walls” - street signs, graffiti, and
bumper stickers filled with Hebrew gems and insights into contemporary Israeli culture.
Return back to the hotel with time to freshen up and prepare for Shabbat. Early this
evening, we will mark the beginning of Shabbat by participating in the spirited ritual of
Kabbalat Shabbat before enjoying a special Shabbat Dinner with all mission tracks.

Shabbat Shalom!
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Overnight, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
Today will be at leisure in honor of Shabbat. Shabbat services will be offered for those
who wish to attend. Consider spending the day relaxing by the hotel pool or on the
scenic beaches of Tel Aviv. Alternatively, join one of the following optional day tours:

Neve Tzedek

OPTION I: Explore Neve Tzedek, the first neighborhood of Tel Aviv’s “new” city built
in 1887. See how this formerly neglected area has transformed into a desirable
residential and tourist destination with beautiful old houses restored to grandeur and
various trendy restaurants, art galleries, and designer shops.
OPTION II: Visit the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Israel’s leading museum of modern &
contemporary art and home to the world’s largest Israeli art collection.
Enjoy the evening and dinner at leisure. Meet with friends or family in the area or

Tel Aviv Museum of Art

simply explore Tel Aviv’s nightlife at your own pace.
Overnight, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
Following breakfast and check-out, depart to the Palmachim Air Force Base for a joint
program with all mission tracks. See JNF’s Special in Uniform, a unique initiative that
integrates special needs youth into the IDF and assists in preparing them for career
Special in Uniform

placement following army service. Meet with soldiers and hear about how this program
instills valuable social, professional, and personal development skills.
Continue to the Harvey Hertz-JNF Ceremonial Tree Planting Center in Neot
Kedumim, an eco-tourism site and “living museum” that recreates the physical setting
of the Bible in all its depth and detail. Plant a tree with your own hands and solidify
your roots in Israel while contributing to JNF’s ongoing afforestration efforts.
The mission officially concludes with a special farewell dinner before transferring to

Neot Kedumim

Ben-Gurion Airport for return flights back to the U.S.
Overnight, En Route
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